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Be Kind to Creation
Man has brought nature it’s execution

Awful fumes fill the beautiful skies
No one is searching for a resolution

Our children will have to say their goodbyes
The great mountains will soon be no more

All of the smoke will fill our lungs
Their will be no awesome nature to explore
People have become like a bunch of slugs
We must begin to look to the time ahead

When we can hear the birds at last
All the flowers could again be red

That is when the dark times have been surpassed
Humans must leave our ruthless ways behind

My Creator calls us to be kind

I chose to write about taking care of the earth God has blessed us with because 
it breaks my heart to see people mistreat our beautiful earth. We all must try to 
preserve nature and the blessings God gave us to take care of. 

— Cooper Hogg, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Ode to the Forest
O, the forest and its peaceful silence

With cheerful chirps from all of the birds
No worry about evil or violence

The forest speaks and says “God made me”
The perfect design of his hand is shown
As the birds sing and proclaim his glory

As I walk through his creation today
Seeing the green leaves and the foxes’ den,

I find peace inside, and joy for the day

The peace, calm and quiet found in the forest
Is quite often very much therapeutic

It makes me praise God, and sing his chorus

O, forest I love you, you give me peace
My deep desire for God, will not cease
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When I wrote the Ode I was spending a lot of time in the woods. I love being in 
the woods because it is peaceful and quiet and I can really focus on God. Being 
in the woods made me realize how great God is to make all things in the forest 
so detailed.  

— Sam Dutton, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Nature
Flying and fledged, allowed to be free
Lounging and leaping, the chase is on

Swishing and swimming in the deep blue sea

Lonely aliens, firmly stood in their roots
Spread over the earth, high in the sky

With boundless amounts of loot

Life rusts away at gods willing hand
Spoils and loot fade into memories

Looking back on memories that are grand

With a careful hand, new life sprouts
Bursting with a fresh horizon

Callow youth able to withstand past droughts

Beauty wished to be left in peace
The weeping beast wants to be left to sleep
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My inspiration to write this was being outside and viewing nature. I also 
wanted to mention the effects of outside forces like humans and how it’s 
affecting the natural beauties of our world.

— Katie Stevens, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Easter Sunday
Oh! how it happened so long ago
And one day all people will know
Came down to the broken souls

Teaching to the lowest of lows
Proving all are worthy of repose

Changing the normal ways

The worldly now inflamed
Wanted His name to be defamed

To put it all to an end

But He rose on the third day
Like the perfect sacrifice

Christ paid the price

Remembering what He has done
Now that our sin is undone

I wrote this Ode to Easter Sunday, because it is my favorite holiday that I feel 
is sometimes overlooked. It is such an important day to celebrate, because 
it is the day all our sins were forgiven. We must praise God for the miracle he 
performed on this day and never forget what His Son went through for all of us. 

— Peyton Seymour, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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The Ballet of 
Decomposition

Dirt and old tears swarmed together,
Forming dark pools along the bending walkway,

Cement dampened by the evening’s weather.

Soiled was the aged establishment,
Swaddled in a blanket of fragility,

Upon a foundation of discouragement.

Encompassing trees, crowned with withered leaves,
Enclosing, coiling, smothering,

Draped about the exterior with ease.

And as despondent as it seems,
Cave of lost sounds, cloud of melancholy,

Contained as many cachinnate and beams.

These characteristics formed a sense of home,
Upon the paint flaking institution.

Man’s pride, the great commission; we have the intelligence and authority to 
create and build. The Lord is clear, this world is His and because of our sin the 
vines will strive to humble us. 

— Olivia Kerns, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Ode to Life
The night is young, but the day is bright

Sun and moon, happiness and gloom
Sometimes our lives are like the night

One bad decision can lead to doom
But change can happen and lead to right
In your thoughts all alone in your room

Life is like the day, no fear at peak height.
It’s not always bad I can presume

When life gets good, there is no bad in sight

The sun is magical covers the earth like a costume
Life gets grand and everything is full of excite

Like a lovely lady with a sweet perfume

Day and night so bold and so fright
Everything will end good or bad but life’s a fight
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My inspiration is the comparison of life being good or bad by using the day and 
night as imagery for day being the good part of life and night being the dark, bad 
days in life. I compare the two to each other and use the imagery to explain the 
differences between the two.

— Soren Grandy-Richardson, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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 Thunderstorms
The sky cries at the sad state of the world
The heavy tears gather together in clumps

The leaves tremble at the weight of the cold

The wind wails and cries with all it’s might
The sky’s dark expression strikes fear into hearts

Through the deep darkness a flash of light

With the bright light comes a mighty sound
Like a bomb exploding or a beating drum

The rushing water fills, and the earth drowns

The thirsty ground chokes at the sea it is given
Like a dying rose put in a basin

The heavy tears help fill the green living

The dark sky weeps for the hurting world
The hurting flashes and the pain hurls
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My inspiration for this poem is my love of dark, stormy weather. It’s such a 
dramatic event and there’s always something amazing happening. Even 
though thunderstorms are scary and violent, they help water the plants and 
grow the earth. 

— Carina Cooper, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Ode to Stars
Magnificent magical stars, how you shine

Your lovely fluorescent glow brightens the sky
It is as if God made you by design

Your light does guide, weary travelers’ home
They look up above to see nature’s compass
For guidance to start their journey to Rome

O, graceful stars, painting pictures in the sky
How I stare and gaze at your shining sketches

Waiting for your illustrations to pass me by

O, nimble stars, so light on your feet
Dancing in the sky you excited stars
Moving along to space’s melodic beat

My stellar stupendous stars, how I love you
How I adore and admire all you do
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I was inspired to make this ode on account of my deep fascination 
with the stars. 

— Giovanni Thrasybule, 10th Grade, Honors English II 
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Ode to Music
O, arousing Music! a powerful force;
Expressing emotions, happy or sad.

Of all beautiful tunes, you are the source.

To the composer, Music brings pleasure.
Memories of the songwriter captured
In a melody with counted measure.

When a musician gets Music just right,
With accurate rhythm, loudness, and pitch,

The heartfelt song brings great joy and delight.

Your fast moving beat causes people to dance;
Like waves the sound washes over the listener.

Each distinct note puts them into a trance.

Your rich harmonies, O, Music, inspires.
Your life-changing lyrics the world admires.

I was inspired to write my “Ode to Music” because I wanted to write about 
the different feelings music evokes in the composer, the musician, and 
the listener. As a musician and someone who enjoys listening to music, I 
understand how music is a powerful force by how “happy” or “sad” music can 
affect one’s emotions. 

— Ethan Weitzel, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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One Bad Day and the Demons 
Can Break Free

Harsh and brash it can possess any man
The glowing blood red face that all can see

It’s marks popping out like lines from a bad tan.
One bad day and the bull rages and destroys

The red roaring round eyes stare like deaths grip
All fun things destroyed even a child’s toys 

The rocketing rage makes you all slip 
Yet the storm passes and the flowers shall bloom 

Unlike the snake a break the storm shall take 
The spiral and the swirl shall not cause doom

With courage and strength my spirit won’t break 
One bad day may be all anyone can take 

But life is better when you don’t snap and break. 
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My inspiration for this poem was my overall struggle with anger how it’s 
destroyed my friendships and at times what feels like my whole life. And then 
everything is better when I am able to learn self control and be calm.   
 

— Jackson Woodhouse, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Loving A Stranger
Catching glimpses across a common place
The unknown becoming apart of your day

A now very recognizable face
Waiting to see them from far away
How to understand what I now felt

Butterflies in my stomach as a flurry 
Seeing the cards that I had been dealt

Needed to know them in a hurry
First conversation went over my head 

Too flustered to remember a thing 
Now no words have remained left unsaid 

Forever tied together with a ring 
Who could know that loving that stranger

Would forever be such a life changer
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This sonnet takes inspiration from the idea of love at first sight and the feeling 
of falling in love with someone before you have actually met them. 

— Alexa Seymour, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Power of Love
Love is not weak but rather it is strong
Hate is powerful but overcome by love

Weather it is right or even wrong
Still looking up to the sky and all of above

Love can be shown and portrayed in many ways
My mind may be scattered throughout my life

But the sensation of love calms my days
Even though in this life I may face strife

The heartbreak and scolding heartache I face
It still gives me the heavy courage to dive
To find the heart and find my only chance

Fix the fading love and always chose to strive
Now I must go with my divine heart

Remembering this while we may be apart
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My inspiration for this sonnet was the power of love throughout relationships 
I’ve seen in my own life. Love has always overcome hate and been able to 
change many circumstances.

— Emma Grace Risinger, 10th grade, Honors English II



Something After Death
Does there exist a life after death?

Where your ghost touches the earth in wallow.
I’d like to think you were not tied by your breaths,

Where the winds are your whispers from my shadows.
You are in the silence between the world’s heaves.
Your cold touch grazes me in the depth of night,

In the abyss, I find no reason to grieve
You are here, not at some nonexistent light.

But I know it’s all a lie, your presence
I turn my tears into your mirage.

How else can grief manifest than essence?
Your made-up ghost was simply grief in barrage

 Spirit lies not in your physical structure
 Rather, in the memory of my closure
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A lot of sonnets are written about love, especially since Shakespeare 
popularized sonnets of that nature. I wanted to turn it around since grief is 
just as strong of an emotion. When in deep grief, it’s almost like you make up 
things just to help cope, even pretending they are still there watching over 
you. But eventually, you have to learn for closure first.

— Lynn Kim, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Sonnet of Hope
Often, we feel like we are spinning

In a ragged rut of hopelessness
A feeling that we will never be winning

This wacky world just seems to be a mess.
I looked to others to find some hope

Only to find they are searching all the same
Is there any possible way to cope?

If only confidence had came
We are given a hope full of miracles.

We believe that He is God and He is good.
This hope is so unequivocal

If only this hopeless world understood.
No more heart wrenching sadness or sorrow

There is forever hope for tomorrow!
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I was inspired to write this because sometimes life can feel extremely heavy 
and lacking hope. Jesus gives us hope and when we realize this we no longer 
have to live in sadness, but can fully a live a joyful, fulfilling life for Christ. 
 

— Maddie Sulphin, 10th Grade, Honors English II



A True Friend
I sit alone in the corner and wait

For something to change for the better
Loneliness simply is a thing that I hate

Do they really mean forget her
I tried to speak but I got drowned out

The growing void cries a cry of fear
Please take me on a different route

As I wait for a companion to appear
Imagine a friend who’s patient and kind

Who doesn’t keep a record of wrongs
The light is switching on in my mind

I finally know where I belong
Through the hills and valleys, mountains and seas

The God of the Universe is here with me. 
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I’ve been through seasons of loneliness but those seasons taught me that 
Jesus is always close to me, no matter what I’m going through.

— Oyinda Idowu, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Unlimited Love
You all are like a warm and gentle embrace,

Holding me in your love and strength.
My emotions feel like a fragile vase.

But you all are willing to go the length.
I cannot explain why I look so down.

Perhaps it’s the crowd I hang around with,
Maybe that is why I carry a frown.

But you will hold me tight, tight like a withe.
You never have and will abandon me.

You’ve made it clear that you’ll love me always.
Your love is as boundless as the vast sea,
Your devout protection, like a fiery blaze.

Your love is forever bounded in me.
Your love lifts my soul and it sets me free.

Kaylins photos
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My inspiration for this sonnet was my love for my family.  I wanted  to express 
my feelings  and thoughts and display it in a beautiful and gentle way.

— Kadance Riggan, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Time
Oh, how quickly the time flies by me

Once it’s noon but a blink and it’s night
Oh, how simple the old days used to be

Having a good time without a thought in sight
Summer is getting shorter and shorter

The restful, peaceful days are becoming less

Time itself getting out of order.
Living in the real world, adding to the stress.
But in the time there’s something beautiful

With every dark time comes a light.
When we’re young our years are plentiful
We have some time, but do not lose sight

Time goes by fast and we can’t stop it
But live your life, as long as time will permit

— Carson Tarr, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Tick Tock
Tick Tock Tick Tock an hourglass newly turned

Eternity to make this world our own
With every tilt there’s knowledge just learned

A whole book to write, the end not yet known
The sun rise and falls, new choices at hand
Love stirs the pot that threatens to boil up

Heartbreak then follows a pain you can’t stand
All hope was lost, the glass was near breakup
The clock keeps ticking, a new chapter starts

A world of regrets leads one of wisdom
Lessons for those whose glasses are filled sparse

Good times now memories I have become

 A smile lights the room that claims final night
Tick, my story is complete, tock…midnight
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I wrote this poem as a reminder of how quickly life passes. We must learn 
from the past and live a life that we won’t regret by the time our clock strikes 
midnight.

— Erica Whitley, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Mountainous Love
Love is like a mountain that goes up and down

It has its high peaks and low valleys
Sometimes love just wants to make you frown

It may feel like you’re going down a dark alley
Love can feel like you’re on top of the mountain

Above all of the world that lies below

Feelings flow like a water fountain
Real love is the feeling that only some know

Through all the trials love is worth it

Abiding love comes only from above
We will truly know it when we submit
We can find fulfillment in God‘s love

We see the mountains that always stand tall
Just like God‘s love that he has for all

My inspiration for this poem was the highs and lows that come with love, and 
that God‘s love is never ending. 

— Lauren Koscal, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Summer vacation
Summer vacation is coming near
No more mathematics or English

This gives us many reasons to shout and cheer

Summer is amazing I love it so
All this school is not good for my health

All this work has to get up and go

Even though summer is a very short time
I have fun in the sun with friends

Summer is a season when i feel my prime

When it comes into the end of summer
I feel dread because of school and work
The end of summer truly is a bummer

School activities start and summer fades
My well being as well as happiness frays
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I wrote this poem because I believe that summer gives us many reasons to 
enjoy life and the little things are easy to enjoy.

— Jack Francis, 10th Grade, Honors English II



Turning the page
Shall I compare thee to a lovely book

Filled with long chapters and endless pages
Beautiful and simple at the first look

But glance once more and see tangled mazes
Often confusing with sharp twists and turns

Like rapids following after calm waves
While some characters thrive, others get burned

We can’t get away it keeps us as slaves
often misleading no room to discuss

We still must turn the page if not to daunt
A tale as old as time lives within us
This never ending story we all want

But we can’t go on with our pretending
Some stories just don’t have happy endings
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My inspiration for this sonnet was how confusing love is. It’s just like a book. 
It can feel so freeing and easy going, but then you turn the page and it’s the 
most confusing thing on the planet. It’s extremely hard sometimes but we keep 
going because we want to know what’s in the next chapter. But, then we get 
to the last one, and with all the foreshadowing we’ve been given, we know it’s 
not going to end well. While with most stories, we get to enjoy a happy ending.
Some books just can’t have one, and we still must keep turning the page.

— Jenna Perry, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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